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Corporate Survivor

Corporate Survivor is a riveting series of team building activities that will test
the full measure of your team’s physical & mental abilities! Loosely
fashioned after the smash hit reality show, teams are commissioned to
navigate a set of unique survivor challenges which incorporate
communication, strategizing, leadership, and trust.

We start your event with a tribal warm-up to kick off the games. Teams will
create a flag and chant, then roar into the various strategically led
challenges that may have you racing against the stopwatch, managing the
unexpected, in direct head-to-head competition with another tribe!

Get ready for Giant Slingshot, where teams compete for distance and
accuracy; or imagine guiding your Blindfolded team members through an 
Obstacle Course, with only verbal communication to get them to the finish
line. In Stranded in Maine, you are given a scenario where your team must
choose a limited number of items to survive being lost in the wilderness.
Other activities include Stepping Stones, On Target, Rope & Knotted, Land
Raft, Turn Over a New Leaf and Nitro Circle with Ropes.

While some challenges may require that alliances be formed with other
tribes, the occasional shock of losing members to a different tribe will force
everyone to quickly adjust to the real-life shifting of valued members and to
seize the opportunity of gaining new tribal members with new ideas and
skills!

Since you like this program, you may also consider Virtual Speed
Networking as a remote option!

Clients Talk About this Program

"The team had a great time and your Corporate Survivors program was a
highlight of the event. It really helped reinforce our messages of teamwork
and working together. Your lead facilitator and assistants really kept the
program going and our group enjoyed their constant encouragement. I'm
looking forward to booking our next event."

Mary - MarketStar

Program Details

Group Size:
30 to 1,000+

Team Size:
10 to 15

Program Length:
2 to 2.5 hours

Space Requirement
Any park, beach, company
lawn, hotel property, or resort
will work great

Setting:
Select

Physicality:
Select

What's Included?

Pricing varies depending upon
the number of participants
(minimum of 30) and includes
the team building program,
prep, production coordination
and all materials, program
design, a professional facilitator
and staffing. We also provide all
the props and bronze, silver and
gold medals for the top three
teams.
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